Aurora Sportsmen’s Club Sporting Clays Course Information 2021
In case of emergency, dial 911. There are white mail boxes with red crosses with CPR equipment and gunshot wound
emergency kits positioned around the course. The privy/outhouse is equipped with a first aid kit and fire extinguisher. We do
not offer golf cart rentals or meal catering. The walking course is self-service. Ammunition is not available on site. Shooters
provide their own eye/ear protection, firearms, snacks/drinks and ammo except by special arrangement. There are no
comfort stations along the course which is approximately one mile in a loop from the parking area.

SAFETY AND RULES
1. Always point your muzzle in a safe direction. Keep your finger out of the trigger guard until you are in a shooting
position and ready to shoot. Load only in a shooting position. Respect all firearms as though loaded.
2. All shotguns must remain unloaded until shooter is on a shooting position.
3. When not in shooting position, muzzles must point straight up on semi auto and pump guns and action must be open
and visible. Muzzle down in a cart is allowed. Muzzle down field carry is not allowed.
4. When not in shooting position, hinged guns must be broken open except in cart or rack. Carry them broken open
with muzzles pointing forward and down.
5. All shooting must be from inside the frame on a designated shooting position. Frames may not be moved.
6. Maximum of two shells may be loaded in a shotgun at a time, regardless of the gun’s capacity.
7. Eye and ear protection are mandatory for everyone, including observers.
8. Target loads only, size 7 ½, 8 or 9 in lead or steel shot.
9. Negligent discharge or unsafe behavior is immediate disqualification from the course.
10. If there is a machine malfunction, do not attempt troubleshooting or reloading clays. Contact Dean Diddell at
817.825.1607 or report it to the staff on site.
11. Do not harass or shoot at wildlife.
12. Dogs must remain on leash at all times.

HOW TO PLAY THE COURSE
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There are fifteen stations. Each station has at least two shooting frames.
Choose your level of play with the corresponding shooting frames: B= Beginner, I = Intermediate, A = Advanced
You may shoot any combination of levels. You may choose to follow the menu or not.
Only one person per shooting frame may shoot at a time.
Wireless clay launchers are in protective holders (mailboxes or plexiglass boxes) on each station.
There is only one launcher at each station regardless how many frames.
Replace launchers in the protective box when you are finished shooting the station
Pick up empty hulls and place them in the buckets provided at each station or take them with you
You may choose to throw fewer or more than the prescribed 100 clays. If you launch more than 100 clays plus machine
malfunctions, please pay for the extra before you depart.
10. During hours when the course is open to the public there will be a volunteer or puller staffing the entrance. Payment in
cash or personal check is acceptable. We do not have the ability to process credit cards in the field.

